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After delivering a carnage-strewn speech that made the sermons of Jonathan Edwards sound 

like lullabies, Donald Trump retired to his lushly appointed new office to sign some “very 

meaningful” papers. Like the folders arrayed at his recent press conference, they looked 

very impressive, especially combined with the gleaming black pens that Trump passed out like 

party favors after each flourish of his wrist. Also impressive: the president’s signature itself. 

 

Hardly Serious @SeriousHardly 

http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/01/20/video_trump_inaugural_address_carnage_tombstones_decay_and_blood.html
http://www.cnn.com/2017/01/19/politics/donald-trump-day-one-executive-orders-signing/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/01/19/politics/donald-trump-day-one-executive-orders-signing/
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/01/donald_trump_s_first_press_conference_as_president_elect_reviewed.html
https://twitter.com/SeriousHardly/status/796113719721766912/photo/1
https://twitter.com/SeriousHardly


Play our new game "Trump Signature or Richter Scale Reading". 

2:14 PM - 8 Nov 2016 

This is quite an autograph! It is less a sequence of letters than the impressionistic output of some 

rudimentary machine. Or perhaps Trump is facilitating Kellyanne Conway’s injunction that 

we look at what lies within his heart by sharing his EKG results. (Or maybe, as Jean Grae on 

Twitter suggests, these lines are “the sound wave of demons screaming.”) There are a lot of 

spikes. There are no spaces or curves. Most of the characters are indistinguishable from one 

another. 

Who is the man who made these strokes? Rather than a literate person, this signature conjures 

someone who would very much like to write in script one day. For now, he has learned to 

assiduously move his pen up and down while counting to three in his head. 

Handwriting analysts have already made great hay from the presidential 

script. Politico interviewed an expert who detected in Trump’s writing not grandstanding 

ignorance but evidence of “bigheadedness, anger, and fear.” “The writer lacks empathy and 

craves power, prestige, and admiration,” the expert said, before observing that Trump’s 

oversize P—as in, uh, president—might be compensating for something. 

My colleague Christina Cauterucci suggests that the signature could be an homage to the Neiman 

Marcus logo. 

 

Scrawled below this terrifyingly gloomy and menacing inauguration photo, it looks more like the 

skyline of an urban dystopia. 

https://twitter.com/SeriousHardly/status/796113719721766912
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/01/09/kellyanne-conways-laughable-look-at-whats-in-his-heart-defense-of-trump/?utm_term=.e956376a70be
https://twitter.com/JeanGreasy/status/822510433953337345
https://twitter.com/JeanGreasy/status/822510433953337345
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/09/donald-trump-handwriting-analysis-2016-candidates-213161
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This really is @realDonaldTrump's official inauguration photo. #Dour 

12:19 PM - 19 Jan 2017 

After staring at this accursed cursive for hours, I’ve come to the conclusion that this signature is 

a cry for help. Donald J. Trump is trying to tell us that he’s not really Donald J. Trump. His real 

name is AuuuUUuuuuuA. 
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